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Ripped from the headlines, the explosive new Trackers series is a hard-hitting and realistic depiction

of what a North Korean EMP attack might look like at a time when the threat has never been more

real.____________________________________________Â The end of the world is just the

beginning of the hunt...Â Estes Park Police Chief Marcus Colton and tracker Sam

&apos;Raven&apos; Spears have never liked one another, but when a young girl goes missing in

Rocky Mountain National Park, Colton hires Spears to help find her. Their search ends after a night

of devastating horror. When word reaches Estes Park that the nation has been hit by a coordinated

electromagnetic pulse attack, Colton and Spears are forced to work together again. But they quickly

realize they aren&apos;t just tracking a killer--they are tracking a madman. As the United States

descends into chaos, the hunters become the hunted.Â Halfway across the country, Senator

Charlize Montgomery awakes to find the nation&apos;s capital has gone dark. Forced to set off on

foot, she treks across a city that has woken to a new world, and as the night progresses, she learns

the EMP attack was just the beginning...Â From former Homeland Security Disaster Mitigation

Officer and USA Today bestselling author Nicholas Sansbury Smith, comes another harrowing story

of survival in a post-apocalyptic world that readers and critics are hailing as one of the best

post-apocalyptic books of 2017.
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The beauty of Estes Park Colorado is the background for this story. World War III has just started

and within minutes the United States of America has lost all of their power, electronics, cars and

basically everything else you can think of. The surprise attack using EMP pulses from nuclear

bombs has set us back 100 years in seconds. Planes are falling from the sky, the government is

made ineffective and then the second and third attacks occur. Chaos reigns nationwide.The local

police chief, a Native American Indian and an Air Force pilot, that ejected from his downed jet, work

together to help organize the local population of Estes Park and the tourists to gather food and

supplies and get into safe shelter. In addition they have a serial killer on the loose that they have to

stop. The killer is obviously insane and the murders are horrific. Tracking him down is hard without

working cars and enough skilled people for extensive search parties. The protagonists are also

trying to save their own families from dying.This is an excellent story and I enjoyed it. Unfortunately

the bookÃ¢Â€Â™s premise rings to close to the possible future of the USA. The proliferation of

nuclear weapons provides our enemy nations the power to cripple and destroy our way of life. This

book is well written and it's action and storyline is intense. I enjoyed the story and I was also

terrorized by the reality that such a scenario is quite possible.I have read many of the books written

by Nathan Smith and I have enjoyed them all. This book is a change of pace and theme for

Nicholas but it is an excellent start to a new series. I rated it at 5 stars.The second book of the

series has also been released. It is a great story and continues the action filled story line.What I like

is the story is about a nuclear war with North Korea but the people in the story are also trying to

survive in a isolated area with a serial killer on the loose. Excellent suspense story!

I can honestly say this book grabbed my attention from the get go! It reminded me of an old movie

from 1984 titled "Red Dawn". If you liked this movie you will thoroughly enjoy this book, especially if

you prefer the post apocalyptic genre then this is definitely for you. Keep in mind this book is zombie

free, it's actually based on an emp attack on U.S. soil. The author did a phenomenal job creating a

story that hits so close to home, it's terrifying. Characters are well developed coupled with

suspense, action, and a dose of reality. Based in Colorado within a small town you follow several



characters as they search for a missing girl and a murderer in the mountains all the while an emp

attack occurs. You will find yourself rooting for the town drunk while learning the importance of

perseverance, preparedness, and a possible real struggle for survival if this were to happen. I really

enjoyed this book, I did not want it to end so much so I actually prolonged myself from finishing it.

As I close my review a word of advice... get a bug out bag and a faraday cage just for safe measure.

One can never be overly prepared for the unexpected.

Nick Smith's books are getting better and better. This is his first book (that I know of) that doesn't

involve mutant humans of some sort, or space aliens with just a few last survivors. This book takes

place during the first few days of an EMP strike on the US. People in the small town of Estes Park

don't really know what hit them. They're waiting for the lights to come on, but we all know they never

will. At the same time there is a serial killer on the lose in the town. I think in book two, and later

books things will start to get much worse for the people of the town, as gangs start to form, and food

starts to run out. In this book, the reality of the situation isn't the main story. This is more about the

serial killings that just happen to take place during a world crisis. This isn't so real yet, but it will get

more real. I'm looking forward to the next book in the series. (And Hell Divers too)

Just when I thought his books couldn't get any better... Trackers is a wonderfully woven tale of

seemingly ordinary people fighting their own internal demons when their small world is turned

upside down at the same time the big world outside is crippled and on its knees. I enjoyed

immersing myself into the characters he's created and anxiously await the next installment of his

killer thrill ride!

Trackers is another exceptional read from Nicholas Sansbury Smith. I wasn't sure if I would like this

more than his Extinction books, but the characters and suspense made this an even better and way

different read. Raven Spears and Nathan Sardetti are two of the most interesting and flawed

characters that you root for in their hunt for a serial killer in Estes Park. I really liked how the author

tied in multiple storylines. The reader gets to see what's going on in the same town but also the

bigger picture country wide. Looking forward to book 2!

As a fan of Nicholas's Extinction Cycle series, I was very much looking forward to this book as a

change in plot to something that is entirely within the realm of possibility. As a fan of the EMP genre,

I've read a quite a few and Trackers is definitely the king I my opinion.My only complaint is that I



have to wait for the next book!!

This might be my favorite book by the author. It starts off with a bang and has a bit of everything.

You learn about EMPs. You learn about Native American stories. You learn about tracking. There is

action, suspense, love, and death that made the story much more complex and exciting than your

average survival novel. I like how the author takes time researching his books and developing real

characters that become your friend and enemies. At the rate the author writes these stories

itÃ¢Â€Â™s amazing they continue to get better with each book.

I am an avid reader of all Mr. Smith's works, but this is my first experience with a TEOTWAWKI that

doesn't involve aliens, zombies, or non-human monsters. That said, Mr. Smith makes it work! the

most disturbing part, though, for me, is that the events in this book could come to pass, which

makes this both exhilarating and sobering.
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